
Stellenangebot vom 30.04.2018

Art Director (Mobile) (m/f)

Fachrichtung: Art / Layout / Illustration

Art der Beschäftigung: Vollzeit

Eintrittsdatum: ab sofort

PLZ / Ort: 10249 Berlin

Land: Deutschland

Firmendaten

Firma: Wargaming Germany GmbH

Straße & Hausnummer: Mollstraße 30-32

PLZ / Ort: 10249 Berlin

Ansprechpartner

Name: Leonor Vera Garcés

Position:

Straße & Hausnummer: Mollstraße 30-32

PLZ / Ort: 10249 Berlin

Job-Beschreibung

Wargaming Mobile is an exciting division within Wargaming that acts as a proving ground for

innovative and outstanding mobile projects. We drive results through teamwork, passion and

smart data-driven decisions. We deliver legendary game experiences such as World of Tanks

Blitz that are enjoyed by millions of people worldwide. But our games are only as good as the

people behind them! If you know that you can thrive in a team of highly creative, passionate

and driven people who are committed to delivering legendary game experiences then we’d

love to hear from you.

Responsibilities:
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Drives the artistic vision on a project in line with the overall creative direction for the

game

Plan and evaluate development deadlines

Team management

Develop technical processes to handle artistic component in projects

Ensure that artists have clear benchmarks for asset production

Your profile:

5+ years’ experience as an Art Director or Lead Artist

(prior experience in gamedev)

Fine artistic taste

Solid foundation in typography and layout

Professional skills with 2D and 3D packages

Understanding of game development principles (mobile platforms preferred)

Motivates and inspires others to generate outstanding stuff

Positive influence and leadership skills

Team management experience

Outstanding planning skills

Nice to have:

Advanced level of English

Artistic background

Excellent drawing skills

2D/3D motion design skills

Prior UI/UX experience (mobile platforms preferred)

Basic understanding of programming/scripting

What we offer:

Joining an international team of people passionate about gaming

Working in one of the main European hubs for mobile game development

Startup within a company with 20 years of experience in game development

Flexible working hours & work from home

Unlimited leave upon manager approval

Public transportation ticket

Company cell phone of your choice

Gym membership

Snacks, drinks, and fruit in the office

Home internet reimbursement
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